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Article writing worksheets for class 10

CBSE Class 10 English Article Writing Assignment Set B. Students are advised to apply to the attached tasks and practice them regularly. This will help them identify their weaknesses and help them collect a better exam. Parents should download and give tasks to their children to practice. Articles and
languages express the writer's personal opinion and provide information on various topics. FORMAT:1. Write THE HEADING/TITLE at the top.2. Write the writer's name below it.3. Divide your subject into 3-4 paragraphs. i) Part 1: Introduction to briefly say what the article is about, giving some interest in a
startling fact or quote to agitate. (ii) Paragraphs 2 and 3: Develop the cause and effects of the problem. Give an example of how to support your opinion. Compare and contrast. (iii) Point 4:Conclusion. Briefly make suggestions and solutions to improve the situation. Forecasts and personal monitoring can
be included.4. Systematic presentation of ideas is necessary.5. Pay attention to grammatical accuracy and the use of a good vocabulary.6. Use sentences to ensure continuity, such as first, end, and so on, and so on 7. Remove unrelated information and recurrence.8. Follow the word limit (150-200
words)Please click on the link below to download the CBSE 10th Grade English Article Writing Task Set B Click to view or download pdf file › Click for more English study material › Green Olympics is a value-driven project carried out by TERI (Institute of Energy and Resources) students every year since
1999. This Olympics assesses the share of the student environment and also improves their understanding of issues related to sustainable... Training CBSE School Teacher Plate in collaboration with C-DAC Mumbai: OLabs is a platform jointly developed by the Ministry of Electronics and
Telecommunications, the Indian Government, CDAC, and Amrita University to facilitate the virtual experience of CBSE... CBSE advised schools to follow an alternative calendar developed by NCERT to continue their education through lockdown in alternative ways to achieve learning outcomes. Schools
have reportedly started using these calendars and other established pedagogical ... In order to achieve the greater goal of promoting 21st century skills such as critical thinking and problem solving, the Central Council for Secondary Education shares mathematical literacy: a student practice book. This
workbook is intended to allow learners in classes 7-10 ... Children are the future of our country! The contours have changed and so should exist formats! This is the best time to teach our children the pleasure, self-realization and self-control of our children. To keep the future generation safe in such an
unpredictable... The revised SOP on preventive measures to be followed in the examinations issued by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare Examinations to limit the spread of COVID-19 is often visited by many students (including their And employees up to ... Tips-Read the question carefully Use
coder make some points to be applied expand points 3-4 partsplan, organize and submit ideas consistently Be creative Take care of grammar Use the right layout writing article is a difficult task. He needs creativity, good vocabulary, good subject knowledge and skills to organize ideas. The goal is to focus
on topics such as social worries, storytelling about the event, description of the location, etc. Format Header/Title-must be an intriguing and sharp title author of Body I Para-Introduction-Start with slogan, question, wonderful fact, number or statement. II/III Para- Causes, effects, current situation, etc. IV
Para-Draw decisions and conclusions Solved example 1- You decide to write an article in the school journal about the importance of preserving the planet, earth. Write an article about 180 words. Save the planet, Earth It's a cause of complete concern around the world today. Global warming has
accelerated the rise in temperature on earth, which is said to have risen by 40°C. Sea levels are also rising. Glaciers are also melting away. In recent years, there has been a very lower rainfall, leading to a shortage of food worldwide. Starvation mortality has increased significantly. We, the only people
responsible for this disaster. We pollute our planet in many ways. Deforestation, industrial pollution, toxic waste, vehicle pollution and lack of greenery are the main causes of ecosystem imbalances. The immediate need for an hour is that each of us takes a step to save the planet in every way possible.
We should protect our forests, save fuel, plant trees, take care of toxic pollutants, save water and change our life style. Students and NGOs need to start outreach programmes to make people aware of environmental problems. The public should avoid the use of polyethylene bags. We must all strive to
save our beautiful planet for future generations. News item Video games, the Internet, cell phones and other high-tech gear are just part of the growing digital world. But parents are worried about how much time their children spend with these and worry that this may be distracting and cramping academic
and social development. Using your ideas and taken from the science unit, write an article in 180 words describing the benefits and harms of using these high-tech devices. High - Tech Device-Boon or Bane Today high-tech gear is just part of the growing digital world. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied
that all these gadgets have become part of our daily lives. In addition, we have become very dependent on these devices. This is more the case for children. Their lives are completely controlled by these devices. These devices have many advantages. They made our lives easier and more comfortable.
They made the world jump ahead with the jump, and glittering in the modern world. They also opened up many ways of growing knowledge and gave a clear form to the wild imagination of man. They have actually fundamentally changed every area of life. However, on the other hand, the excessive
interest of children in these gadgets has made parents concerned and worried. Children spend a lot of time on these gadgets like video games, the Internet, mobile phones, etc. parents think that excessive use of these gadgets will really be harmful to children. This could also cramp their academic and
social development. If children are not screened, they will continue to waste time on these gadgets. They lean back into their high-tech shell. After that, it will be very difficult for parents to get them out of this world. If these high-tech devices are used in moderation they can fulfill the purpose for which they
were invented. Questions for practice: 1- India is a country of temples, lakes and monuments, where excellent architecture is exhibited. India is considered a favorite tourist attraction. But as a country, we need to promote tourism, inform people about its importance and make it a safe destination for
tourists. Using information and ideas from the unit Travel and Tourism along with your ideas, write an article about 150 words. 2- Write an article about the topic below using the following tips in up to 150 words. Cell phones: modern utility or health hazard Tips: A- Use of mobile phones i-50% of India is
going to have a cell phone by 2012 ii- Grows fast. B- Utility Cell phones i- Keeps well connected ii- Inexpensive iii- Convenient iv-Helps personal and professional tasks C- Health hazards are caused by cell phones i- Electromagnetic radiation ii- distraction while driving 3. You're Ruchi. When you have the
opportunity to visit the remote village of Rajastan. You noticed that the girl's children did not go to school. Write an article you need to educate the girl's child for a school magazine. 4. What is happening in the minds of terrorists and why they commit such horrific crimes that have resulted in the deaths of
so many innocent people, no one knows. Recent bomb blasts in various subways in the country have left everyone shocked. You are Sania / Sonik. Write an article about 150 words about terrorism-threat to humanity using the following points. Terrorism has taken deep roots in terrorist attacks anywhere,
anytime have a wide network, Use the latest technology solutions: Fighting this evil is everyone's duty to be vigilant security forces to upgrade technology. Click here to complete the English study material Click here for All Subjects Study Material to get the fastest exam alerts and government job alerts in
India, join our Telegram channel. Formula Guide Class 10 Math and Science Introduction: In order to express their opinions, opinions or arguments people take to write articles. Is related to the The process of writing an article is as follows: (i) Collecting important questions (Content) (ii) Organizing a
proper sequence Introduction Analysis Offers conclusion More resources CBSE class 10 Format and important points to be remembered to write an article (i) Never forget - write a die headline, which should be eye catching (ii) The beginning should be as follows, that draw the reader's attention (iii)
Uncovering topics indicating the reasons for how water is wasted (iii) Proposal on how to save/conserve water (iv) Conclusion (hope or warning) (v) Give your idea to propose measures for marking scheme 2014 Content: 3 Signs Fluency: 1 Mark accuracy: 1 Mark by content, credit should be given to
candidates for creativity in presenting ideas. On the first question. In today's age of stress and anxiety, children need to understand the importance of sleep, meditation and yoga through social networks and cell phone use. Write a 120-word article about concentration and composure, the need for hours.
You can mention from the main course in the book section health and medicine. (Term of office of the Board- 12013, 5007 set) (5 characters) Answer: Title: Concentration and composure, the need for hours of modem time is a time of progress in all areas, which requires additional effort on all sides.
Scientific advances have led to the creation of new interests in social networks, as well as the transfer of children's mobile phones. They keep sleeping until late at night because of these gadgets that affect their sleep pattern. As a result they do not feel comfortable in the morning and their alertness and
concentration also affect. It also leads to a loss of energy. People should understand the importance of sleep, which is a blessing to us. Sleep deprivation causes many health problems such as diabetes, obesity, depression as well. So, children need to be aware that they need to have proper sleep to
energize themselves. Meditation and yoga can help them overcome a lot of insomnia. All body activities will return to their normal self and they will feel refreshed. Yoga and meditation are the best treatments and are the answer to these days lifestyle diseases. This will help them stress-free, which further
helps to maintain good health and improves concentration power. Therefore, children need to move on to yoga, meditation to overcome stress and maintain their composure. On the second question. You rekha / rohit. You saw this news item in the newspaper. Video games, the Internet, cell phones and
other high-tech gear are just part of the growing digital world. But parents are concerned about how much time their children spend with these and worry that it may be distracting to them and cramping their academic and social development using their ideas and those taken from the unit, Science, to write
an article about 150 words describing both the benefits and disadvantages of using these high-tech devices. (Term of office of the Board- 12012, establishment of EC2,040) (5 Answer: Title: High-tech devices - Bliss or Bane In a rapidly changing scenario, high-tech devices flooded the market. All credit
goes to science, which helps us progress in any field. The modem age is better known as the scientific age. Some people are inadequate technology and do not use scientific miracles. Today youngsters can be seen busy with chatting, surfing, playing video games and what not. They have become part of



growth in the digital world. But all this leads our children to the wrong path. They got distracted and it cramped their social as well as academic development. They need to understand that these high-tech devices are very useful to us. They must be informed that the deliberate use of these devices is
beneficial to us. We can get every information about various things that are otherwise unknown to us. He made the world small and through the button to reach. Science should be used for human well-being, not as a destructive force. Inventions should not be used for selfish purposes. It should be used to
save lives and destroy lives. Science can really work wonders, but only if it is used correctly. On the third question. On the occasion of World Health Day, write an article about a 150-word school news letter on the importance of physical health in our lives, using the following clues. (Term of office of the
Board- 12012, establishment of EC2,039) (5 characters) Clues: Common sense lives in a healthy body. Lack of time for physical activity due to modem life needs. Ignoring health increases the risk of many diseases. Discipline is the key to solving these problems. Answer: The importance of physical
health in our lives Common Sense lives in a healthy body. It's a proverb that everyone needs to hear or read. But very little to pay attention to it. A study of obesity was conducted and many related diseases were identified among adolescents. Obesity specifically refers to excess body fat. This is due to a
sedentary lifestyle that was found between the ages of 12 and 14. These teenagers are usually found sitting and observing T.V. programs. They don't go on the field in any physical game. They are found using public transport to school, not riding a bike or on foot. Today, children like to eat fast food and
drink carbonated drinks that contain too many calories and are harmful to growing children. Such children later become prone to many diseases such as diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure and stroke. It's a health risk. It is also associated with higher rates of certain types of cancer. Not only that,
obesity makes us feel unattractive. Modem time requirements have increased so much that people don't have time for physical activity. They ignore health and face the risk of many diseases. However, it is well said that discipline is the key to solving these problems. There are many treatments, but the
benefits of exertion are many any other way to lose weight. Not only will exercise help you lose weight, but it improves your fitness and flexibility and improves skin texture. Exercise is also free from the harmful side effects of crash diets, slimming capsules and heat treatments used in slimming centers. On
the fourth question. Recently, there was a news item in the Times of India related to RTE, where the Supreme Court ordered every school, including private, to immediately provide free education to students in socially and economically back classes. This law undoubtedly heralded a new era in the
country's formal education. You still think this is a big challenge for the nation. Based on the input and ideas of the Education Department 2, write about 150 words in the article New Hope with the right to education. (Term of office of the Board - 1 2012 EC2,055) (5 characters) Answer: New Hope with the
Right to Education (RTE) New Law - The right to education was passed by parliament recently and it was implemented as well. She predicted a new era of formal education in the country. Everyone knows that a country with illiterate citizens cannot reap the benefits of progress. Everything, including the
economy, can cripple poverty, unemployment and exploitation, which are the so-called fruits of illiteracy. All Indian citizens should join their hands to make this act a success. The most important thing to do is to deter child labour. We need to make sure that all children go to school and do not work in any
place, whether home or industrial. Even a girl child has the right to get educated and we need to ensure literacy for a girl child as well. This act really enlightened a new hope for progressive and literate India, which is the dream of every Indian. You can learn English grammar in different classes of our
articles, such as dozens, conditions, prepositions, story writing, unseen excerpt, Report Writing, etc. on the fifth question. You're Keerti/ Kunal. Write an article about 150 words about the importance of landing and maintain the green cover in the country to avoid pollution and global warming. (5 characters)
Answer: The importance of afforestation forests is a natural gift to mankind. Since ancient times, man has been addicted to forest wood, fuel, food, etc. But these days a man began to cut trees for his own selfish purposes. He became apathetic to them. The time has come when a tree plantation has
become one of the main issues that we should not only be aware of, but also engage at an individual level. Given the many environmental advantages of trees and plants, it is necessary for us to preserve the damage that is vital to maintain the ecological balance on our planet. The importance of tree
plantations dates back to ancient times, when ancient Indian kings, rulers and monarchs helped much stress planting trees. They ensured that their locations gardens to fully bloom. In the time of the modem, this tradition of tree planting was taken over by the local government of our cities, whose
wholehearted efforts were to plant as many trees as possible on roads and parks. We need to understand that trees regulate our climate and keep an eye on the world. They protect against soil erosion and help filter water. However, deforestation negligently has made the land dry and infertile. All non-
renewable resources have been exploited. To prevent all this and maintain the green coating, we need to accept the trees and check their disappearance. Trees are life. Save them, protect them, plant them. Thank you Keerti question 6. Education should not allow any discrimination. All children have
equal opportunities in education. However, we can see that in many families girls have not benefited from the desired education. If you help from the education unit, these points and your ideas, write an article about 150 words on the topic. Educate the girl on the importance of the child. (Term of office of
the Board- 12012, establishment of EC2,063) (5 characters) No difference in learning ability or interest. Brings understanding to yourself and the family. , educated mothers will always convey education to their daughters. Eliminates gender discrimination at work. Makes a decision with an open mind. Ask
for severe punishment if families marry off girls without education. In order to make healthy progress, society as a whole must be educated in one way or another and the other could be vocational training. Answer: The importance of educating a girl child child first teacher is a mother, but in our country it is
not important for the education of the girl's child. It seems to be a waste of money for most parents. We need to understand that if we educate a man, we educate the person, but if we educate women, we will educate the whole family. Education is beneficial to the woman herself and her family. An
educated girl can make a decision with an open mind and fight all social evils, such as child marriage, female infanticide, dowry, domestic violence. It is a fact that educated mothers will always provide education to their daughters, because they know that there is no difference between the learning
abilities or interests of the boy and the girl. Education for a young girl means improving their labour standards and discriminating on grounds of sex at work. They may also be provided with vocational training in order to be self-sufficient and financially protected. So, because of the healthy progress of our
society and the rise of our society, it is necessary to educate the girl. On question seven. Below is an excerpt from the magazine article: Fast Food and Its Nutritional Value Say Fast Food Has Nutritional Value is an oxymoron. There is absolutely nothing food about fast food. Fast food just feeds on hunger
and/or your immediate craving. Fast food does not feed your body to use long-term energy or building materials, your body thrives on life itself. Write an article that will be published in your school journal expressing your concerns about the health risks caused by fast food in about 150 words. (Term of
office of the Board- 12012, establishment of EC2,038) (5 characters) Answer: Fast food health risks during the modem quickly replace nutritious food cooked in the kitchen. This is because it is quickly and easily prepared. Fast food is affordable and tasty, because it is commercially served at low prices.
On the market you can easily buy various fast foods, such as pizza, hamburgers, pre-sweetened grains, crisps, pasta, processed foods. These types of food do not have any nutrition. On the contrary, they are rich in cholestrol, sugar, sodium and low fiber, antioxidants, vitamins and minerals. These foods
are dangerous to health. They cause blood pressure, causing hypertension and heart problems. Sometimes they also develop chronic degenerative disorders. They just feed hunger along with our immediate desire. They do not form the long-term energy or building materials used by our body in the form
of nutritious food, such as fruits, vegetables, chapatis, impulses, etc. Everyone should understand the importance of healthy and nutritious food and should say no to fast food. Parents should ensure that their children eat healthy, homemade food. Children should also stop unhealthy food shackles and
follow the diet charts offered by their parents. Parents.
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